
WICHITA-SEDGWICK COUNTY BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 

AGENDA 

Thursday, May 10, 2018, 1:30 p.m. 

 

The regular meeting of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Board of Zoning Appeals will be held 
Thursday, May 10, 2018 at 1:30 p.m., in the Planning Commission Conference Room, 271 West 
Third Street, Second Floor, Suite 203, Wichita, Kansas no earlier than 1:30 p.m. 
 
 

1. Approval of the BZA April 19, 2018 Minutes.   
 

2. BZA2018-00019 - City variance to permit a roof top sign on a new building on 
property zoned CBD Central Business District on the east side of McLean Boulevard 
and north of Douglas Avenue (150 North McLean Boulevard). 
 

3. BZA2018-00020 - City variance to permit an off-premises sign for League 42 on 
property zoned GI General Industrial generally located on the north side of East 17th 
Street North and west of I-135 (1212 East 17th Street North). 
 

4. Adjourn  

 
David L. Yearout, Secretary 
Wichita-Sedgwick County Board of Zoning Appeals  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WICHITA-SEDGWICK COUNTY BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 

MINUTES 

April 19, 2018 

 

The regular meeting of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Board of Zoning Appeals was held on Thursday, 
April 19, 2018, at 1:30 p.m. in the Planning Department Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Suite #203, 271 West 
Third Street, Wichita, Kansas.  The following members were present:  Joe Johnson, Chairman, Cindy Miles, 
Vice-Chairman, Lowell Richardson, John Dailey, Bob Dool, Don Klausmeyer, David Foster, Bill Johnson, 
Mike Greene, John McKay, Jr., Rob Hartman, Chuck Warren, Joshua Blick and Terrell Florence.  Staff 

members present were:  Dale Miller, Director of Planning, Scott Knebel, Planning Manager,  Mary Hunt, 
Principal Planner, Dave Yearout, Principal Planner, Kathy Morgan, Senior Planner, Neil Strahl, Senior 
Planner, Kyle Kobe, Associate Planner, Matt Williams, Associate Planner, Jeff Vanzandt, Assistant City 
Attorney, Justin Waggoner, Assistant County Counselor and Ana Lopez, Recording Secretary.   

MILES called the meeting of the BZA to order at 1:36 p.m.  J. JOHNSON arrived at 1:37. 

1. BZA2018-00008-City variance request to reduce the setback requirement from eight feet to four 
feet for a parking lot associated with Saint Mary’s Orthodox Church, generally located on the 
north side of West Maple Street and west of South Seneca Street, and described as: 

Lots 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9, on Martinson Avenue, Lawrence’s Fourth Addition, Wichita, 
Sedgwick County, Kansas. 

BACKGROUND:  The applicants are requesting a reduction of the required front setback for parking 
from eight feet to four feet. The applicant has communicated that due to the fact that the parking lot 
serves St Mary Orthodox Church across the street and the church has expanded over the course of its 80+ 
year life, the parking lot as currently constructed does not fully serve the purpose of the church and its 
congregation.  
 
Per the site plan the applicant has provided, the new parking lot would expand to include the parcel to the 
north of the current parking lot, as well as expand to the east (towards Martinson and the front of the 
church). The new parking lot would increase the amount of parking spaces as well as alter the circulation 
within the parking lot. A new entrance would be added north of the current northernmost entrance and the 
existing entrance would be removed. The southern entrance, closer to Maple Street, would remain in 
place.  
 
The Unified Zoning Code (UZC) states that the minimum front setback for SF-5 Single Family 
Residential is 25 feet. However, the UZC also has a provision for administratively adjusting the parking 
requirement for residentially zoned properties: 
 

Permitting Parking in residential Districts to be located within a required front Yard or 
street side Yard, but in no case closer to a front or street side property line than eight feet 

 
The applicant is requesting that the setback be further reduced from eight feet to four feet. It is because of 
this further request for reduction that the applicant must apply for a variance. If this case were to be 
presented to staff via the Administrative Adjustment process, staff would support it, provided the 
applicant met all relevant site development standards (screening, landscape, etc).  
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This property falls within the Delano Overlay District and is therefore subject the provisions within it, as 
well as the City of Wichita Landscape Ordinance. Based on these documents staff recommends that if this 
application is approved that the site be subject to the following: 
 

 Three to four foot screening wall along South Martinson Street 
o Screening to consist of brick and ornamental ironwork and designed to be compatible 

with the existing screening available on site  
 Six to eight foot screening fence along the northern and western property line, to provide 

screening between the parking lot and adjacent residentially zoned and developed parcel 
 Submitting a landscape plan showing substantial compliance with the City of Wichita Landscape 

Ordinance, subject to approval by the Director of Planning 
o Along Sough Martinson Avenue, landscaping must, at a minimum, consist of shrubs 

occupying the four feet between the screening wall and property line 
 
The applicant has indicated that they are not requesting a setback reduction of any kind along the southern 
property line.  

 
ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE: 
 
NORTH SF-5 Single Family Residence 
SOUTH SF-5 Church 
EAST  SF-5 Church 
WEST  SF-5 Single Family Residence 
 
CASE HISTORY:  This property was platted as lots 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 of Lawrence’s 4th Addition 
on 5 December 1885.  
 
UNIQUENESS:  The property in question is zoned SF-5 single family, but being a church has a need for 
parking that requires a significant amount of land. The original church structure was built in 1936, and 
largely served the needs of those within the neighborhood. Over time the members of the church moved 
out of the neighborhood, and the church expanded in the 1960s to include a new parish hall and kitchen. 
In the late 1990s an office and classroom wing was added. In short, the growth of the parish and 
metropolitan area demographic trends have created an increased need for parking.  
 
At the same time there is an increased need for parking, the neighborhood is older and land does not 
become readily available for purchase, nor are the lot dimensions conducive to the larger standard parking 
space sizes and driveway widths necessitated by larger vehicle sized and recognized in the Typical 
Standards for Off-Street Parking, City of Wichita January 2008. The applicant wishes to maximize their 
parking on their available contiguous properties, while still respecting the landscape screening and 
buffering requirements from neighboring residential properties. The applicant wishes to minimize any 
parking on the street related to the use of their building and maximizing off-street parking with 
appropriate landscape screening help to achieve this.  
 
ADJACENT PROPERTY: The applicant believes that because the land requiring adjustment sits 
entirely across from the church building, parish hall, and classroom wing, reducing the setback along 
Martinson from 25’ to 4’ does not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property owners or residents. The 
landscaped area at the northeast corner of the property will have a landscaped area and screen fence set 
approximately 20’ back from the property line which will help reduce effect of decreasing the setback in 
the middle portion the frontage along Martinson.  
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HARDSHIP:  The strict application of the provisions of the applicable code, the Wichita-Sedgwick 
County Unified Zoning Code, July 9, 2009 edition, would reduce the number of new parking spaces by 7 
spaces, which is a significant number of spaces. 
 
PUBLIC INTEREST:  The applicant does not believe that reducing the setback to 4’ would adversely 
affect any of the above-mentioned concerns. Parking will still be screened by landscaping and be far 
enough back from the sidewalk that no encroachment of the sidewalk by vehicles would occur, and will 
not hinder the harmonious development of the community.  
  
SPIRIT AND INTENT:  The applicant does not believe that the granting of this variance is opposed to 
the general spirit and intent of the applicable code, Wichita-Sedgwick County Unified Zoning Code, July 
9, 2009 edition.  
  
RECOMMENDATION:  Should the Board determine that all five conditions necessary to the granting 
of the variance can be found to exist, then it is the recommendation of the Secretary that the variance to 
reduce the required front yard setback to 4 feet be GRANTED, subject to the following conditions:  
 

 The applicant shall submit an updated site plan, to be approved by the Director of Planning, 
indicating both screening and landscaping per the Delano Overlay District and City of Wichita 
Landscape Ordinance: 

o Three to four foot screening wall along South Martinson Street 
 Screening to consist of brick and ornamental ironwork and designed to be 

compatible with the existing screening wall available on site  
o Six to eight foot screening fence along the northern and western property line, to 

provide screening between the parking lot and adjacent residentially zoned and 
developed parcel 

o Submitting a landscape plan showing substantial compliance with the City of 
Wichita Landscape Ordinance, subject to approval by the Director of Planning 

 Along Sough Martinson Avenue, landscaping must, at a minimum, consist 
of shrubs occupying the four feet between the screening wall and property 
line 
 

 The site shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved site plan. 
 

 All parking spaces are to be paved and striped. 
 

 The applicant shall obtain all permits necessary to construct the improvements, and the 
improvements shall be constructed within one year of the granting of the variance. 

 
 The resolution authorizing this variance may be declared null and void upon findings by the 

Zoning Board of Appeals that the applicant has failed to comply with any of the foregoing 
conditions. 
 

FOSTER suggested that the applicant not use Pachysandra in the sun. 
 MOTION:  Approve as recommended. 

 GREENE moved, BLICK seconded the motion, and it carried (14-0) 
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J. JOHNSON began chairing the meeting. 

2. BZA2018-00011-City variance to allow for the reduction of parking for a clubhouse from 31 
spaces to 13 spaces, generally located south of East 37th Street North and east of North 
Greenwich Road, and described as: 

Reserve F, Courtyards at Brookfield Addition, an Addition to Wichita, Sedgwick County, 
Kansas. 

BACKGROUND:  The applicants are requesting the reduction of the required parking for a clubhouse in 
the Courtyards at Brookfield Addition single family residential development. This was originally filed as 
an application for an Administrative Adjustment, but it was determined that the amount of spaces being 
reduced exceeded the capacity of the Administrative Adjustment process and the case was upgraded to a 
Variance case.  
 
The use proposed falls under the designation of Neighborhood Swimming Pool in the Off-street Parking 
Schedule of the Unified Zoning Code (UZC), stating: 
 

One per 110 square feet of pool area, plus one per 100 square feet of clubhouse area 
excluding restrooms and dressing rooms. 

 
Based on the calculations prescribed by the UZC and utilizing the dimensions available on the site plan 
provided by the applicant the required amount of parking spaces for the clubhouse and pool area would be 
34 total spaces. However, these calculations are based on an assessment that factors in the entire floor 
area and doesn’t except out any part of the floor area for restrooms, storage areas, and other such portions 
of the structure. These areas are excepted out in the calculations done by the Metropolitan Area Building 
and Construction Department (MABCD) when they are reviewing plans for building permits. It should 
also be noted that the pool requirements are calculated off of the area of the pool itself, not the entire 
enclosed pool deck area that surrounds the pool itself.   
 
The applicant has submitted plans to staff showing a similar recent project. While this was for a different 
project, the plans that are the subject of this Variance case were based off of this previous case. The 
applicant has stated that the floor plans for this site will be essentially identical to these previous plans, 
where the parking requirement was determined to be 31 spaces.  
 
The applicant has determined that due to the nature of the development and the surrounding areas being 
residential in nature, which this clubhouse facility intends to serve exclusively, that the reduction of the 
required parking is justified given that the residents should be able to walk to the clubhouse area from 
their residences. Furthermore the additional parking available at any given time at residents’ houses 
should supplement the available parking directly available on site.  
 
The parking requirements contained within the UZC are particular to a given use, though they are still 
generalized to a certain extent. For example, libraries are required to provide one parking space per 400 
square feet of floor area. Government service must provide one space per 333 square feet. A cemetery 
must conduct a parking study and submit that for approval. All of these different uses have a wide range 
of potential ‘real’ parking requirements. That a particular use may fall outside of the code required 
amount does not necessarily mean that the plan for the development is flawed, it could potentially mean 
that the code does not properly account for that specific iteration of the use.  
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The City of Wichita has recently begun a city wide parking study project to reassess a variety of parking 
related issues within the city. The areas that will be explored include the amount of public parking 
available downtown and reexamining issues such as the code required parking per use.  
 
It should also be noted that on a national level, there has been a growing movement on the part of 
professionals and activists alike for the reduction of parking requirements, and in some cases parking 
minimums overall. The idea behind this is that code required parking amounts are often higher than they 
need to be and can act as both a deterrent to potential development as well as to the city overall as it 
mandates larger percentages of the land area be covered in surface parking.   

 
ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE: 
 
NORTH SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
SOUTH SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
EAST  SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
WEST  SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
 
CASE HISTORY:  This property was platted as Reserve F of the Courtyards at Brookfield Addition on 
14 November 2017.  
 
UNIQUENESS:  The applicant states that the purpose of this clubhouse facility is to cater specifically 
and exclusively to the residents of the neighborhood. The entire development is designed to foster a 
compact and walkable environment. Given that the clubhouse operation differs from a publically 
accessible clubhouse type facility that the code is designed to address, the applicant feels this meets the 
uniqueness requirements for approval. 
 
ADJACENT PROPERTY: The applicant states that the proposed development style is in fact an asset to 
the community as it encourages a pedestrian friendly and healthy lifestyle type of development. Given 
that it will serve the neighborhood exclusively there should be no negative impacts on adjacent property. 
  
HARDSHIP:  The applicant states that strictly applying the parking requirements will deprive the overall 
residential development from operating as it was originally intended to and would be out of character with 
the overall concept for the neighborhood. 
 
PUBLIC INTEREST:  The applicant states that since this is designed to be an amenity for the 
neighborhood as well as a key piece of the development helping to encourage a healthier and more 
walkable environment, it should be considered an asset that works as a positive for the public interest.  
  
SPIRIT AND INTENT:  The applicant states that given that this style of clubhouse development differs 
from the more common publically accessible clubhouses one might expect to find in other locations, this 
application does not violate the spirit or intent of the zoning code, it simply doesn’t fit in with the 
provisions of the code.   
  
RECOMMENDATION:  Should the Board determine that all five conditions necessary to the granting 
of the variance can be found to exist, then it is the recommendation of the Secretary that the variance to 
reduce the required off street parking spaces from 31 to 13 be GRANTED, subject to the following 
conditions:  
 

 The required off street parking spaces will be reduced to 13, with an additional ADA accessible 
space, per the applicant’s site plan. 
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 The site shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved site plan. 
 All parking spaces are to be paved and striped. 
 The applicant shall obtain all permits necessary to construct the improvements, and the 

improvements shall be constructed within one year of the granting of the variance. 
 The resolution authorizing this variance may be declared null and void upon findings by the 

Zoning Board of Appeals that the applicant has failed to comply with any of the foregoing 
conditions. 

 
KOBE, planning staff, presented the staff report. 

FOSTER noted that it was not good practice to have parking directly off the right-of-way, especially on a 
curve.  He asked if the traffic engineer had reviewed the site plan.  

KOBE responded that staff had not received any comments from the traffic engineer. 

MILLER noted that the traffic engineer had approved a similar layout previously. 

RICHARDSON asked how big is the clubhouse.   

KOBE stated approximately 1,200 square feet. 

DAILEY asked how many people use the pickle ball courts at any one time. 

KOBE replied a maximum of four per court. He also noted that the facility is for use by only 
neighborhood residents. 

HARTMAN asked if the street right-of-way was sufficient to allow through traffic and parking. 

BRIAN LINDEBAK, MID-KANSAS ENGINEERING AND AGENT, stated there was a 32-foot 
right-of-way with 29 feet of paving, back-to-back.  The developer is marketing the subdivision as an 
“active lifestyle” neighborhood.  The subdivision uses a zero-lot line layout.  It is expected that people 
will walk to the facility because of the looped sidewalk system.  Thirty-one spaces are more than they 
need given the kind of residents they hope to attract.   

GREENE asked LINDEBAK to show on the aerial the extent of the subdivision the clubhouse is 
expected to serve.  GREENE expressed concern that with a zero-lot-line layout there is not much on-
street parking for guests or in bad weather the residents are not going to want to walk to clubhouse and 13 
spaces will not be sufficient parking. 

LINDEBAK indicated they were designing the parking for a majority of the year not for the maximum 
demand.  He noted that there are four other clubhouses in other locations - Bel Aire, Derby, Auburn Hills 
and Maize - using the same number of parking spaces and they are working well. 

WARREN noted that they could take out an area shown as landscaping and get an additional four 
parking spaces.  He asked if they could convert the landscape area to parking if they needed additional 
parking later on. 

LINDEBAK indicated the design had not been finalized. 

RICHARDSON noted that the neighborhood he lives in has a clubhouse of similar size and they 
regularly have approximately 30 cars on many occasions.  He asked if the facility could be used for 
outside activities such as birthdays, graduations, anniversaries.  Most of the people attending those events 
do not come from the neighborhood.  Would residents be able to reserve the clubhouse for those types of 
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uses.  Eventually this clubhouse will be run by the HOA and it would be up to them to address complaints 
by nearby property owners over parking.  J. JOHNSON rhetorically asked if it was the MAPC 
responsibility to protect future property owners when it is the developer that is asking for the reduction in 
parking. 

LINDEBAK said he could not answer if the clubhouse could be used for such activities.   

McKAY noted that there is enough room on the applicant’s property to add more spaces.  Thirty-one 
spaces to 13 is a big reduction. 

LINDEBAK finished by noting that there are four other subdivisions with a similar number of housing 
units with clubhouses with a similar number of parking spaces, eight to 13 spaces, and they are not 
experiencing problems. 

HARTMAN expressed support for the request. 

MOTION:  Approve as recommended with the understanding that nothing in this action 
prevents the creation of more parking spaces. 

WARREN moved, HARTMAN seconded the motion.  

SUBSTITUTE MOTION:  Approve but require 18 parking spaces, including the one 
handicap space. 

FOSTER moved, MILES seconded the substitute motion. 

After additional discussion by the Commissioners, the substitute motion was withdrawn. 

 VOTE ON THE ORIGINAL MOTION CARRIED 12-2.  (DENY:  MILES and MCKAY) 

 

3. BZA2018-00012-City variance to allow for the reduction of parking for a clubhouse from 31 to 
13 spaces, generally located northeast of the intersection of South 135th Street West and U.S. 
Highway 54, and described as: 

A tract of land lying in a portion of the Southwest Quarter of Section 25, Township 27 
South, Range 2 West of the 6th Principal Meridian, Sedgwick County, Kansas, said portion 
lying within future Reserve C, in the plat to be known as Auburn Lakes Addition, an 
addition to Wichita, Sedgwick County, Kansas, said tract being more particularly described 
as follows: 

COMMENCING at the southeast corner of said Southwest Quarter; thence along the south 
line of said Southwest Quarter on a Kansas coordinate system of 1983 south zone bearing 
of S88°11'57”W, 2611.50 feet to the southwest corner of said Southwest Quarter; thence 
along the west line of said Southwest Quarter, N00°37'32”W, 2182.13 feet; thence 
N89°22'28”E, 520.31 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence N73°10'56"E, 236.02 
feet; thence N06°24'01"E, 132.87 feet; thence N70°42'41"E, 52.23 feet; thence 
S41°13'24"E, 129.61 feet; thence S08°39'06"E, 145.64 feet; thence N80°09'05"E, 112.11 
feet; thence S71°04'25"E, 323.26 feet; thence S37°59'07"W, 77.37 feet to a point on the 
south line of said Reserve C, also being a point on a non-tangent curve to the left, said 
curve having a radius of 136.00 feet, a central angle of 54°22'05", a chord bearing of 
N79°11'56"W, and a chord distance of 124.26 feet; thence along said south line for the next 
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four courses and along said non-tangent curve to the left, 129.05 feet to a point on a curve 
to the right, said curve having a radius of 584.00 feet, a central angle of 37°50'15", a chord 
bearing of N87°27'51"W, and a chord distance of 378.40 feet; thence along said curve to 
the right, 385.67 feet; thence N68°32'43"W, 148.21 feet to a point on a curve to the left, 
said curve having a radius of 391.00 feet, a central angle of 19°27'14", a chord bearing of 
N78°16'20"W, and a chord distance of 132.12 feet; thence along said curve to the left, 
132.76 feet; thence N02°00'03"E, 49.47 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 

 

BACKGROUND:  The applicants are requesting the reduction of the required parking for a clubhouse in 
the Courtyards at Brookfield Addition single family residential development. This was originally filed as 
an application for an Administrative Adjustment, but it was determined that the amount of spaces being 
reduced exceeded the capacity of the Administrative Adjustment process and the case was upgraded to a 
Variance case.  
 
The use proposed falls under the designation of Neighborhood Swimming Pool in the Off-street Parking 
Schedule of the Unified Zoning Code (UZC), stating: 
 

One per 110 square feet of pool area, plus one per 100 square feet of clubhouse area 
excluding restrooms and dressing rooms. 

 
Based on the calculations prescribed by the UZC and utilizing the dimensions available on the site plan 
provided by the applicant the required amount of parking spaces for the clubhouse and pool area would be 
34 total spaces. However, these calculations are based on an assessment that factors in the entire floor 
area and doesn’t except out any part of the floor area for restrooms, storage areas, and other such portions 
of the structure. These areas are excepted out in the calculations done by the Metropolitan Area Building 
and Construction Department (MABCD) when they are reviewing plans for building permits. It should 
also be noted that the pool requirements are calculated off of the area of the pool itself, not the entire 
enclosed pool deck area that surrounds the pool itself.   
 
The applicant has submitted plans to staff showing a similar recent project. While this was for a different 
project, the plans that are the subject of this Variance case were based off of this previous case. The 
applicant has stated that the floor plans for this site will be essentially identical to these previous plans, 
where the parking requirement was determined to be 31 spaces.  
 
The applicant has determined that due to the nature of the development and the surrounding areas being 
residential in nature, which this clubhouse facility intends to serve exclusively, that the reduction of the 
required parking is justified given that the residents should be able to walk to the clubhouse area from 
their residences. Furthermore the additional parking available at any given time at residents’ houses 
should supplement the available parking directly available on site.  
 
The parking requirements contained within the UZC are particular to a given use, though they are still 
generalized to a certain extent. For example, libraries are required to provide one parking space per 400 
square feet of floor area. Government service must provide one space per 333 square feet. A cemetery 
must conduct a parking study and submit that for approval. All of these different uses have a wide range 
of potential ‘real’ parking requirements. That a particular use may fall outside of the code required 
amount does not necessarily mean that the plan for the development is flawed, it could potentially mean 
that the code does not properly account for that specific iteration of the use.  
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The City of Wichita has recently begun a city wide parking study project to reassess a variety of parking 
related issues within the city. The areas that will be explored include the amount of public parking 
available downtown and reexamining issues such as the code required parking per use.  
 
It should also be noted that on a national level, there has been a growing movement on the part of 
professionals and activists alike for the reduction of parking requirements, and in some cases 
parking minimums overall. The idea behind this is that code required parking amounts are often 
higher than they need to be and can act as both a deterrent to potential development as well as to 
the city overall as it mandates larger percentages of the land area be covered in surface parking. 
 
ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE: 
 
NORTH SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
SOUTH SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
EAST  SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
WEST  SF-5 Platted Single Family Residence 
 
CASE HISTORY:  This property was platted as Reserve C of the Auburn Lakes Addition.  
 
UNIQUENESS:  The applicant states that the purpose of this clubhouse facility is to cater specifically 
and exclusively to the residents of the neighborhood. The entire development is designed to foster a 
compact and walkable environment. Given that the clubhouse operation differs from a publically 
accessible clubhouse type facility that the code is designed to address, the applicant feels this meets the 
uniqueness requirements for approval. 
 
ADJACENT PROPERTY: The applicant states that the proposed development style is in fact an asset to 
the community as it encourages a pedestrian friendly and healthy lifestyle type of development. Given 
that it will serve the neighborhood exclusively there should be no negative impacts on adjacent property. 
  
HARDSHIP:  The applicant states that strictly applying the parking requirements will deprive the overall 
residential development from operating as it was originally intended to and would be out of character with 
the overall concept for the neighborhood. 
 
PUBLIC INTEREST:  The applicant states that since this is designed to be an amenity for the 
neighborhood as well as a key piece of the development helping to encourage a healthier and more 
walkable environment, it should be considered an asset that works as a positive for the public interest.  
  
SPIRIT AND INTENT:  The applicant states that given that this style of clubhouse development differs 
from the more common publically accessible clubhouses one might expect to find in other locations, this 
application does not violate the spirit or intent of the zoning code, it simply doesn’t fit in with the 
provisions of the code.   
  
RECOMMENDATION:  Should the Board determine that all five conditions necessary to the granting 
of the variance can be found to exist, then it is the recommendation of the Secretary that the variance to 
reduce the required off street parking spaces from 31 to 13 be GRANTED, subject to the following 
conditions:  
 

 The required off street parking spaces will be reduced to 13, with an additional ADA accessible 
space, per the applicant’s site plan. 

 The site shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved site plan. 
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 All parking spaces are to be paved and striped. 
 The applicant shall obtain all permits necessary to construct the improvements, and the 

improvements shall be constructed within one year of the granting of the variance. 
 The resolution authorizing this variance may be declared null and void upon findings by the 

Zoning Board of Appeals that the applicant has failed to comply with any of the foregoing 
conditions. 

 
KOBE, planning staff, presented the staff report. 

RICHARDSON asked about the size of the subdivision. 

BLICK noted that the concept plan only shows 12 spaces and asked if they were going to provide 13. 

KOBE reported that they will provide 13 spaces. 

BRIAN LINDEBAK, MID-KANSAS ENGINEERING, AGENT, reported that approximately 121 
units would be able to use the clubhouse.  They have an extensive sidewalk system. 

GREENE noted that this subdivision has more on-street parking. 

FLORENCE asked what the maximum walking distance is to the clubhouse.  

LINDEBAK estimated the distance to be one-quarter mile. 

 MOTION:  Approve as recommended by staff. 

WARREN moved, HARTMAN seconded the motion and it carried (14-0) 

 

4. BZA2018-00015–City variance to reduce the minimum required lot size for a 
Boarding/Breeding/Training Kennel from five acres to 1.1 acres on property zoned LI Limited 
Industrial, generally located approximately 250 feet west of North Ridge Road and 1,200 feet 
north of West 29th Street North, and described as: 

That part of Lot 10, Block A, Ridge Port Commercial Park, Wichita, Sedgwick County, 
Kansas, described as follows:  Commencing at the most Westerly corner of said Lot 10; 
thence S 39 degrees 27’17” E along the Southwest line of said Lot 10, 215.00 feet for a 
point of beginning; thence N 50 degrees 32’43” E 145.00 feet; thence S 39 degrees 
27’17” E 343.35 feet to a point on the East line of said Lot 10; thence S 00degrees 08’04” 
W along the East line of said Lot 10, 227.53 feet to the most Southerly corner of said Lot 
10; thence N 39 degrees 27’17” W along the Southwest line of said Lot 10, 518.69 feet to 
the point of beginning, EXCEPT that part of said Lot 10 described beginning at the most 
Southerly corner of said Lot 10; thence N 00 degrees 08’04” E along the East line of said 
Lot 10, 100.75 feet to the intersection with the South line of an access easement (Film 
2470 Page 1071); thence N 89degrees 51’56” W along the Westerly extension of the 
South line of said access easement 83.32 feet to a point on the Southwest line of said Lot 
10, said point being 130.74 feet Northwesterly of the most Southerly corner of said Lot 
10; thence S 39 degrees 27’17” E along the Southwest line of said Lot 10. 130.74 feet to 
the point of beginning, AND EXCEPT that part of said Lot 10 described as commencing 
at the most Southerly corner of said Lot 10; thence N 00 degrees 08’04” E along the East 
line of said Lot 10, 100.75 feet to the intersection with the South line of an access 
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easement (Film 2470 Page 1071) and for a point of beginning; thence N 89 degrees 
51’56” W along the Westerly extension of the South line of said access easement 83.32 
feet to a point on the Southwest line of said Lot 10, said point being 130.74 feet 
Northwesterly of the most Southerly corner of said Lot 10; thence N 39 degrees 27’17” 
W along the Southwest line of said Lot 10, 51.28 feet; thence N 50 degrees 32’43” E 
perpendicular to the Southwest line of said Lot 10, 145.00 feet; thence S 39 degrees 
27’17” E parallel with the Southwest line of said Lot 10, 6.68 feet to a point on the East 
line of said Lot 10; thence S 00 degrees 08’04” W along the East line of said Lot 10, 
126.78 feet to the point of beginning. 

 

BACKGROUND:  This application is to reduce the minimum lot size for a Boarding/Breeding/Training 
Kennel from the required 5 acres to the 1.1 acres that this site will occupy. The proposed facility will 
allow for, as the applicant has stated in their application documentation: 
 

 Eight staff at any given time if fully booked, total occupant load for the building will be 15 
people, which will equal the amount of parking spaces provided 

 Outdoor play for dogs proposed for 8:30am to noon and 1:30pm to 5:45pm, Monday through 
Friday only 

 Up to 40 dogs in playcare, cages/kennels for up to 105 boarded dogs (indoors only, fully caged) 
 Cages for up to 10 cats (indoors only, fully caged) 

 
The applicants, board licensed veterinarians, see this business model as a new and innovative way to 
provide for ‘doggy day care’ style service. The difference from a traditional service of this type and this 
proposal is that this facility will feature several large garage style doors on the southwest side of the 
building that will allow for the indoor dog run to extend outside.  
 
The Unified Zoning Code (UZC) defines Kennel, Boarding/Breeding/Training as: 
 

Means premises housing five or more Adult Dogs, three or more of which are owned by 
someone other than the property resident, and premises housing over ten Adult Dogs.  

 
The UZC allows Kennel, Boarding/Breeding/Training by right (meaning no conditional use is necessary) 
in the LI Limited Industrial zoning district. However, the use is subject to the Use Regulations portion of 
the code as well. Per Art. III Sec. III-D.6.k.: 
 

The minimum lot size for Boarding/Breeding/Training Kennels shall be five acres, unless 
all animals are harbored indoors with no discernible noise or odor at the property lines.  
 
Outside runs, holding pens or other open-air type enclosures and shelters shall be located 
behind the Front Setback Line and locates at least 200 feet from any Dwelling Unit other 
than the Owner’s and at least 50 feet from Contiguous property lines. 

 
The owner’s property is under the five acre limit; however, the separation requirements are met.  
 
The applicant has submitted a narrative description of what the use will be on site as well as a site plan 
depicting the overall layout of the site. Further, the applicant has submitted for building permits in the 
event that this variance case is approved. Both the site plan and some pages from the submission for 
building permits are provided as attachments to this case.  
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There have been some concerns from the neighbors on the other side of the railroad line about the noise 
level of the dogs when they are let outdoors. One such neighbor has provided a letter to staff which is 
included as an attachment. The applicant addressed this in their application documentation, and staff is 
adding the requirement that screening trees be added as a condition of approval.   
 
Parking for Kennel, Boarding/Breeding/Training is required to be provided for via a parking plan 
submitted by the applicant. At this time staff has not received said parking study. Submission of this study 
and approval by the Director of Planning will be a condition of approval.  
 
Hours of operation for the Indoor/Outdoor portion of the play area for the dogs are listed as being during 
business hours. Staff feels it is important to more exactly state the hours of operation. Staff recommends 
hours of operation for the outdoor portion of the dog play area be restricted to 8 am to 5 pm.  

 
ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE: 
 
NORTH LI Warehouse/Office, Manufacturing 
SOUTH LI Railroad, Transmitter/Antenna Facility  
EAST  LI Commercial, Vacant/Undeveloped Parcels 
WEST  LI Railroad 
 
CASE HISTORY:  This property was platted as part of the Ridge Port Commercial Park Addition on 21 
June 2002.  
 
UNIQUENESS:  The owners’ concept of animal play care is not ordinarily found in the same zone or 
district as the property in question because it is a new and innovative adaptation of the animal care 
industry. This type of service is new to the industry as a whole and is specifically new to the Wichita area, 
with the owners of the property in question being some of the very first to introduce the type of care to the 
local market.  
 
The applicable Zoning Code has not yet developed to include accurate consideration of this new type of 
animal care services. Thus, the provision in question should not be misconstrued to prohibit the specific 
indoor/outdoor animal play care service the owners intend to provide.  
 
The property in question is a uniquely appropriate site for this type of new service for the following 
reasons: 

 Standard “animal care, limited or general” and “kennel, boarding” services described in 
the applicable Code are expressly allowed 

 All directly adjacent properties are also classified as Limited Industrial 
 Adjacent properties are primarily inhabited by industrial or manufacturing-type 

organizations that conduct all of their business indoors. 
 There is a 100’ railroad right-of-way to serve as a buffer between the boundary of the 

Limited Industrial zone and the Single Family residential zone to the west.  
 
ADJACENT PROPERTY: The allowance of the proposed indoor/outdoor play care services on a 1.1 
acre lot will not infringe on any express or inherent rights of adjacent property owners. Possession of, 
access to, exclusive control of, free use of, and disposition of adjacent properties will not be affected in 
any way.  
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HARDSHIP:  The applicants are Wichita entrepreneurs looking to expand their business and offer a new 
and innovative animal care service to the community. They have been serving for 7 years. Strictly 
applying Art. III Sec. III-D.6.k.1 by interpreting the Code’s definition of “kennel, boarding” services to 
include outdoor animal play care would eliminate the possibility that the applicants could provide the 
indoor/outdoor animal play care services that are in high demand in the Wichita market. A minimum lot 
size of five acres for this kind of service is unfeasible in an urban setting and unnecessary to uphold the 
intent of the Code.  
 
PUBLIC INTEREST:  Allowing the services that have been interpreted to be in conflict with Art. III 

Sec. III-D.6.k.1 on 1.1 acres instead of the prescribed five acres will pose no threat to public health, 
safety, order, convenience, prosperity, welfare, or the harmonious development of the community. 
Adjacent property owners will not experience any disturbance due to noise or odor beyond that which 
already could exist on the properties.  
 
SPIRIT AND INTENT:  As previously addressed, the facility will provide traditional, kennel boarding 
for both dogs and cats, and all of the traditional boarding services will take place 100% indoors. This 
portion of the owners’ services has been confirmed to be fully compliant with all provisions of the Code 
and should not be brought into questions as part of this applications for variance.  
 
Art. III Sec. III-D.6.k.1’s intent of protecting surrounding properties from noise or odors that would be 
considered a nuisance by requiring a minimum lot size of five acres will not be diminished by the outdoor 
play care services that the owners plan to provide. Outdoor animal play care varies greatly from the 
traditional understanding of outdoor “housing,” “harboring,” or “boarding” in that animals are supervised 
at all times, are not individually confined or restrained, and are allowed to behave more naturally than if 
they were in kennels, cages, or traditional runs. Dogs at play do not bark in the way they would when 
confined in kennels or runs, and open outdoor turf play areas do not collect urine or feces in the way that 
kennels or runs do to produce odor. An open outdoor play care setting will produce negligible noise and 
odor in comparison to the traditional “kennel” or “boarding” setting that the code describes. The Code’s 
intent to safeguard the community will not be infringed upon by the allowance to outdoor animal play 
care on a lot of 1.1 acres.  
  
RECOMMENDATION:  Should the Board determine that all five conditions necessary to the granting 
of the variance can be found to exist, then it is the recommendation of the Secretary that the variance to 
reduce the required lot size for a Kennel, Boarding/Breeding/Training on the subject site be reduced to 1.1 
acres be GRANTED, subject to the following conditions:  
 

 The required off street parking spaces will be developed based on a parking plan to be submitted 
by the applicant and approved by the Director of Planning 
 

 The applicant shall submit an updated site plan that provides a staggered row of evergreen trees 
planted every ten feet along the west edge of the outdoor run to serve as a visual screen and sound 
barrier to the neighborhood to the west. 

 
 The site shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved site plan 

 
 The hours of operation for the outdoor play area are to be restricted to 8 am to 5 pm. Animals in 

the outdoor play areas shall be supervised at all times. The operation shall comply with the City 
of Wichita Excessive Noise Ordinance.  
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 The applicant shall obtain all permits necessary to construct the improvements, and the 
improvements shall be constructed within one year of the granting of the variance. 

 
 The resolution authorizing this variance may be declared null and void upon findings by the 

Zoning Board of Appeals that the applicant has failed to comply with any of the foregoing 
conditions. 

 
FOSTER recused himself. 

KOBE, planning staff, presented the staff report.  He noted that there would be eight staff members to 
look after up to 40 dogs in play care and up to 150 dogs in kennels.  He noted that he had received 
concerns from neighboring property owners, primarily with regard to the outdoor play area.  At least one 
person requested a two-foot higher fence. 

RICHARDSON asked what the height of the fence was. 

KOBE responded eight feet. 

DAILEY asked how active the train tracks were.   

KOBE indicated he did not know other than the tracks are in use. 

HARTMAN asked what the reason for the code required five-acre minimum lot size. 

MILLER responded that it was an attempt to get enough space to allow the kennel to be located away 
from neighboring properties. 

KNEBEL added that even though the code requires five acres, it allows dog runs to be located within 200 
feet of neighboring residents. 

BLICK asked how close was the nearest home. 

KOBE responded that it was close to 200 feet. 

EMILY TAYLOR, HUTTON CONSTRUCTION, 2229 SOUTH WEST STREET, AGENT, noted 
that demand for play care services has exploded.  The applicant’s intent was to get the boarding part out 
of their hospital.  All aspects of their project are in compliance with code requirements except for the 
minimum lot size.  She emphasized that outdoor play care is different from outdoor kennels.  Dogs that 
are confined to kennels bark more than dogs that are playing.  All of their kennel runs will be indoors.  
She showed a video of dogs indoors. 

GREENE asked about the number of parking spaces and how would the drop-off and pick-up parking 
work. 

RICHARDSON asked if the applicant was comfortable with staff’s recommendations. 

TAYLOR responded that she was. 

J. JOHNSON asked if she had an opinion about the 10-foot fence. 

TAYLOR responded that she did not think it would reduce the noise to a greater extent than the proposed 
eight-foot tall fence. 

KNEBEL noted that the code limits fencing height to four to eight feet. 
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SHELLY MOORE, 7339 WEST 31ST STREET NORTH, owner of business in the area.  She would 
like to have evergreens added around the perimeter. 

TAYLOR responded that they were willing to do extra landscaping, and wanted the commission to 
remember the area is zoned LI but has been developed with professional service type businesses.  A dog 
kennel is not the worst thing that could have been developed on a LI zoned site.  

MOTION:  Approve subject to the recommendations contained in the staff report plus the 
installation of evergreens around the perimeter. 

MCKAY moved, DOOL seconded the motion, and it carried (13-0-1).  ABSTAINING-
FOSTER. 

 

5. Other Matters – None. 

 

The Board of Zoning Appeals adjourned at 2:43 p.m. 

 
State of Kansas ) 
Sedgwick County ) SS 

 

I, Dave Yearout, Secretary of the Wichita-Sedgwick County Board of Zoning Appeals do hereby 
certify that the foregoing copy of the minutes of the meeting of the Wichita-Sedgwick County 
Board of Zoning Appeals, held on April 19, 2018, is a true and correct copy of the minutes 
officially approved by such Board.   
 
 
Given under my hand and official seal this _______day of ____________________, 2018. 
   
 
 
     __________________________________   
              Derrick Slocum, Secretary 
               Wichita-Sedgwick County Board of Zoning Appeals 
 

 



Wichita-Sedgwick County Zoning Board of Appeals   AGENDA ITEM NO. 2 
May 10, 2018 
 
SECRETARY'S REPORT 
 
CASE NUMBER:  BZA2018-00019 
 
APPLICANT: Chuck Carson with Luminous Neon (agent) River Vista LLC (applicant) 
       
REQUEST: Variance to permit a roof top sign on a new building  
 
CURRENT ZONING:  CBD Central Business District 
 
SITE SIZE:   4.38 acres 
 
LOCATION: Generally located on the east side of McLean Boulevard and north of 

Douglas Avenue (150 North McLean Boulevard) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JURISDICTION:  The Board has jurisdiction to consider the variance request under the provisions 
Section V-G of the Unified Zoning Code for Wichita/Sedgwick County, and as outlined in Kansas 
Statutes Annotated 12-759 et. seq.  The Board may grant the request when all five conditions, as required 
by the statutes, are found to exist. 
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BACKGROUND:  The River Vista Apartments development, which has been under construction for 
several months at the time of this hearing and is now nearing completion, is requesting a Variance to 
allow for a roof mounted sign on the southeastern portion of the building. The sign code for the City of 
Wichita does not permit roof mounted signs. The only way for a roof mounted sign to be built in Wichita 
is for a Variance request to be approved.  
 
The sign the applicant is requesting would be 6’4” tall and 43’ wide, a total area of approximately 272 
square feet. The sign would be visible from West Douglas Avenue, to include the bridge spanning the 
Arkansas River. Other areas that would be in the view shed of the sign would be Century II, the paths 
along the river, the commercial development along Douglas Avenue in Delano, and the rear of the 
Broadview Hotel.  
 
Though roof mounted signs are not common in Wichita, there are two prominent rooftop signs present in 
downtown already, The Commodore sign and the Drury Plaza Broadview Hotel sign. Given the proximity 
this sign has to another sign of the same type, the compatibility the proposed sign has with the design of 
the River Vista Apartments overall, and the fact that this development is intended to be a marquee 
development for downtown Wichita, staff feels that this request is warranted and should be approved.  

 
ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE: 
 
NORTH LC Exploration Place 
SOUTH CBD Delano Park, Mixed-Use Development 
EAST  CBD Arkansas River, Downtown Development 
WEST  CBD Delano Catalyst Site, Advanced Learning Library 
 
CASE HISTORY:  This property was platted as the River Vista Village Addition on 29 
December 2014.  
 
UNIQUENESS:  The applicant states that the situation arises specifically and explicitly due to the fact 
that the sign code does not allow for this type of sign in any way, so there is no other recourse than to 
request a variance to allow for it. 
 
ADJACENT PROPERTY: The applicant states that there will be no adverse effects on adjacent 
property due to the fact that the only type of development that will be able to see this sign are other 
commercial developments, and that the existing roof sign across the river hasn’t adversely impacted 
anyone up till now. 
  
HARDSHIP:  The applicant states that this sign will allow for the property to have visible signage along 
Douglas Avenue, which would otherwise be difficult due to the fact that it is over 530 feet away from 
Douglas. 
 
PUBLIC INTEREST:  The applicant states that in their opinion this sign will be an asset to the city in 
that it will be an iconic landmark for the city and positively contribute to the character of downtown. 
  
SPIRIT AND INTENT:  The applicant states that the sign is within the overall limits for sign sizes per 
the sign code. Furthermore the sign will be installed with the utmost attention to detail as it pertains to 
safety and professionalism.    
  
RECOMMENDATION:  Should the Board determine that all five conditions necessary to the granting 
of the variance can be found to exist, then it is the recommendation of the Secretary that the variance to 
allow for one rooftop sign for the River Vista Apartments development be GRANTED, subject to the 
following conditions:  
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 The sign shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved site plan and 

conceptual images. 
 A sign permit shall be obtained for all signs in the River Vista Apartment development, to include 

the rooftop sign. If needed building permits shall be obtained from MABCD for the construction 
of the sign structure.  

 The resolution authorizing this variance may be declared null and void upon findings by the 
Zoning Board of Appeals that the applicant has failed to comply with any of the foregoing 
conditions. 

 
Report Attachments: 

1. Aerial Map 
2. Zoning Map 
3. Applicant’s Narrative 
4. Site Plan 
5. Google Aerial 
6. Concept images provided by applicant 
7. Proposed sign exhibit (with dimensions) 







REQUEST FOR VARIANCE TO ALLOW ROOF SIGN AT RIVER VISTA APARTMENTS

LOCATED AT 150 N MCLEAN BLVD ~ CBD ZONING

Conditions and Circumstances relating to the variance request for a Roof Sign at River Vista

1. This variance request rises from conditions, set #orth by the city sign code, that does not allow

roof mounted signs in the CBD zoning district. Sec. 24.04.197 of code, item 3: Roof signs,

except for Balloon Signs, shall not be permitted except by a variance approved by the Board of

Zoning Appeals. Condition not created by neither the property owner, or applicant.

2. Granting of this variance (permit) will not adversely affect adjacent property owners or

residences. The signs position will only face other commercial properties, thus not affecting

any nearby residences. One of only a few adjacent property owners, in which sign direction

faces (across the river to the east), has also been allowed the use of a roof mounted sign. See

photo of Drury Plaza Broadview attached to application.

3. The sign code restrictions would constitute hardship, as the mentioned property does not

have Douglas frontage. The far south building in this complex sets approximately 530' north of

Douglas, and with viewing distance for westbound motorist, the roof top sign allows a size of

display that would clearly identify the River Vista project. Also, with the other building

structures on the north side of Douglas, the apartment complex doesn't come into view until

crossing the Arkansas River bridge.

4. We feel that the granting of this variance will not have any negative affect on the public

health, safety morals, order, convenience, prosperity, general welfare, and or the harmonious

development of the community. In fact, we feel that the granting of this variance will only

create a positive effect on the community, and the development. This type of sign will be a

signature statement to the development, and for the community which could prove to bean

iconic piece of the Wichita landscape.

5. The granting of the variance desired will not be in opposition of the general spirit and intent

of the sign code. The sign will be provided with the safety of all in mind, and installed at the

recommendations of professional engineers, and with a minimum of unsightly structure. In

addition, the proposed sign layout is within the maximum allowed square footage for building

signage, under current sign code in the CBD zoning.
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6'-4"

13.51880' SA FT.

SPECIFICATIONS
• INTERNALLY-ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTERS.
• BLACK TRIM CAPS AND RETURNS.
• WHITE FACES WITH APPLIED PERFORATED VINYL IN BLACK.
• LED ILLUMINATION.
• INSTALLS MOUNTED ON ROOF.

43'-0"

4'-6"

ALL NOTED DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND MAY BE MODIFIED SLIGHTLY DURING MANUFACTURING TO ALLOW PROPER COMPONENT USAGE.

CUSTOMER: RIVER VISTA APARTMENTS
NAME: AMY LIEBAU
LOCATION: 150 N. MCLEAN BLVD.

WICHITA, KS 67202

APPROVED:

DATE: 3/ 16/ 18
DESIGN NO: CC-28288-2
ARTIST: AW

SCALE: 1 /4" = 1 '

DATE:

~ ~ N e o~n
ART 8~ SIGN SYSTEMS

O 2018 LUMINOUS NEON, INC. This design is the property of LUMINOUS NEON, INC. Rights are hansferred to the customer upon completion of order. This design is not to be used in whole or in part without the written permission of the company. The PANTONE (PMS) and/or

vinyl colors shown on printed document are afour-color process simulation and may not match PANTONE and vinyl identified spot color standards. Use a PANTONE Color Reference Manual or vinyl swatch book for accurate display of colors,



Wichita-Sedgwick County Zoning Board of Appeals   AGENDA ITEM NO. 3 
May 10, 2018 
 
SECRETARY'S REPORT 
 
CASE NUMBER:  BZA2018-00020 
 
APPLICANT: Greg Ferris with Ferris Consulting (agent), Bob Lutz with League 42 and 

Sandra Faye Hardy (applicants) 
       
REQUEST: Variance to allow an off-site sign for League 42  
 
CURRENT ZONING:  GI General Industrial 
 
SITE SIZE:   .82 acres 
 
LOCATION: Generally located on the north side of East 17th Street North and west of 

I-135 (1212 East 17th Street North) 
  

 
 
JURISDICTION:  The Board has jurisdiction to consider the variance request under the provisions 
Section V-G of the Unified Zoning Code for Wichita/Sedgwick County, and as outlined in Kansas 
Statutes Annotated 12-759 et. seq.  The Board may grant the request when all five conditions, as required 
by the statutes, are found to exist. 
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BACKGROUND:  The applicant has requested this variance the allow an off-site sign at 1212 East 17th 
Street North due to the proximity the sign has to residentially zoned park land. The Sign Code for the City 
of Wichita states that any sign of this type must be located at least 600 feet from parks or residentially 
zoned land.  
 
The proposed sign would be built and owned by League 42, who uses McAdams Park (just across East 
17th Street North) as their home park, who will have acquired the land the sign is to be placed on via 
contract between them and the property owner. League 42 would then utilize the services of a local 
sales/marketing agency to determine the advertising that would take place on the sign itself. The proceeds 
from the sales of the ad space would go to League 42 and would act as an extra funding mechanism for 
the baseball league.  
 
The applicant has indicated that, subject to approval, the top of the proposed sign would be about 20 feet 
taller than the driving surface on I-135. This height would be achieved via an Administrative Adjustment. 
The plan for the sign is that the northern facing side (the side facing away from the park) would be 
electronic and the southern facing side (the side facing the park) would be a traditional billboard face.  
 
The situation is unique in that the park that is triggering the need for the Variance is the home of the 
entity which is requesting the service that needs the Variance. The location of the sign is in close 
proximity to I-135, which would be the direction that the billboard faced.  
 
If approved the applicant would still be required to follow all proper permitting procedures for a sign of 
this type. This variance pertains only to waiving the minimum proximity requirement that such signs have 
with park and residential land uses.  

 
ADJACENT ZONING AND LAND USE: 
 
NORTH GI Warehouse/Office Building 
SOUTH SF-5 McAdams Park  
EAST  GI I-135 
WEST  GI Warehouse/Office Building  
 
CASE HISTORY:  This property was platted as the D.W. Jones Addition on 18 March 1887.  
 
UNIQUENESS:  The applicant states that the fact that the application is for a use taking place across the 
street in the park and therefore needs the sign to be nearby, is for a non-profit group, and its proximity to 
the interstate and industrial land uses – when taken together, constitutes a uniqueness not found in other 
places or caused by the applicants themselves.  
 
ADJACENT PROPERTY: The applicant states that given the distance from the site where the variance 
is being proposed and the nearest residential development, there should be no adverse effects on 
residential uses. Further, the residential development to the south contains the park that this sign is for.  
  
HARDSHIP:  The applicant states that without this sign League 42 will face a financial hardship due to 
the fact that the revenue generated from this sign is needed to keep League 42 financially solvent.  
 
PUBLIC INTEREST:  The applicant states that approving this request is in the public interest due to the 
fact that it will benefit League 42, which itself is a benefit to the area. Without the services of League 42, 
the surrounding area would suffer as a result of not having this use available to kids in the area. 
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SPIRIT AND INTENT:  The applicant states that the intent of this portion of the Sign Code is to limit 
view of off-site signs from parks. Given that the portions of the park not affiliated with League 42 are the 
appropriate distance away and there is adequate natural screening and buffering from existing trees. 
  
RECOMMENDATION:  Should the Board determine that all five conditions necessary to the granting 
of the variance can be found to exist, then it is the recommendation of the Secretary that the variance to 
allow for one off-site sign for League 42 be GRANTED, subject to the following conditions:  
 

 The sign shall be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved site plan as it pertains 
to the siting of the structure itself. 

 A sign permit shall be obtained for this sign, and all relevant codes pertaining to off-site signs 
shall apply, save for those related to the subject of this Variance request.   

 If needed, building permits shall be obtained from MABCD for the construction of the sign 
structure.  

 The resolution authorizing this variance may be declared null and void upon findings by the 
Zoning Board of Appeals that the applicant has failed to comply with any of the foregoing 
conditions. 

 
Report Attachments: 

1. Aerial Map 
2. Zoning Map 
3. Applicant’s Narrative 
4. Site Plan 
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April 2, 2018

Dale Miller, Director
Metropolitan Area Planning Department
271 W. 3rd St., 2nd Floo►-
Wichita, KS 67202

RE: BZA Variance to allow an off-site sign within 660' of a park. (Section
24.04.200 (g))

Dear Dale:

League 42 is anon-profit group that utilizes McAdams Park for sports programs
for young people in the area. They are in the process of acquiring the property at
1212 E. 17t". To assist the group in financing their programs at McAdams they are
seeking to place an offsite sign on the property. This sign will be marketed by a
local sales group and funds will be available for League 42 to support ongoing
programs. The property being acquired by League 42 is directly north of McAdams
Park. However, because of its proximity to the Park, League 42 requires a
Variance from the Board of Zoning Appeals to Section 24.04.200 (g) of the City's
Sign Code.

The proposed off-site will be 220' from the north border of McAdams Park. The
Sign Code requires a separation of 664', therefore a variance is required. The
property is zone General Industrial. Except for the Park the uses are commercial
and industrial in nature. The property is adjacent to the I-135 corridor. 17th Street
separates the parcel from the Park. There is a row of significantly tall trees on the
South side of 17th Street the buffers the park from the industrial area to the north.

The Variance requests meet the all the criteria for the Board of Zoning Appeals to
grant a Variance. These are:

• These requests are unique to this property and not caused by the
applicant. The property, under control of League 42, is anon-profit group
utilizing the Park for its programs. It needs to be near the Park as most of
its participants do not drive. The request is not caused by League 42
because it must be located near the park to meet its mission. The need of
League 42 to finance its on-going projects that will be held at the adjacent
Park makes this request unique to the property. The property is also unique
in its proximity to both I-135, industrial properties, and a park. The request
is further unique because it is made by anon-profit group.

• The granting the Variances will not adversely affect the rights of
adjacent property owners or residents. This area is commercial and
industrial in nature. The sign will be over 660' from the area of the Park not
used as baseball fields. That distance is equal to what would be allowed.



The closest residential zoned property is zone B and is over 500 feet from
the proposed sign. That property is buffered from the location by the
elevated portion of I-135. Therefore, there will be no adverse impact on
adjacent properties or residences.

• The strict application of the provisions of the Sign Code would
constitute an unnecessary hardship on the applicant. The revenue
from the sign will enable League 42 to serve the community. Without the
revenue an extreme hardship will be placed on League 42.

• The Variances will not adversely affect the public health, safety,
morals, order convenience, prosperity, general welfare, or the
harmonious development of the community. The Variance will have a
POSITIVE effect on public. The entire purpose of League 42 is to aid in the
development of the surrounding community. The revenue generated by the
sign will allow programs that add to the welfare of the young people of the
area aid in the future development.

• The granting of this Variance will not be opposed to the general spirit
and intent of the Sign Code. The intent of this portion of the Sign Code is
to limit view of off-site signs from parks. Because the sign is a significant
distance from park uses other than the ball fields the sign will not be easily
seen and is the required distance. The proposed sign is not immediately
adjacent to the park and there are tall trees buffering the view lines. Since
the sign is not easily seen from most of the park; it is not opposed to the
spirit and intent of the sign code.

We believe the requested Variances should be granted because it meets a!I five
conditions required for the granting of a Variance.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sin erely,

l
Gregory Ferris














